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One small gamble... When Christine Pearson finds an old ‘bucket list’, with nothing crossed off, she does the sensible thing – grabs some
heels and hits Vegas! But the second she sees Travis Cain she updates her list... to include one wicked night with the gorgeous stranger!
Theirs to Rule. Theirs to Share. After she uncovers evidence of a treasonous conspiracy by the most powerful man on Earth, Jada Rivers
ends up framed for a terrible crime, shipped off to a detention facility in deep space, and kept in solitary confinement until she can be sold as
a bride. But the men who purchase her are no ordinary aliens. They are dragons, the kings of Draegira, and she will be their shared mate.
Bruddis and Draego are captivated by Jada, but before she can become their queen the beautiful, feisty little human will need to be publicly
claimed, thoroughly trained, and put to the test in the most shameful manner imaginable. If she will not yield her body and her heart to them
completely, the fire in their blood will burn out of control until it destroys the brotherly bond between them, putting their entire world at risk of a
cataclysmic war. Though Jada is shocked by the demands of her dragon kings, she is left helplessly aroused by their stern dominance. With
her virgin body quivering with need, she cannot bring herself to resist as they take her hard and savagely in any way they please. But can she
endure the trials before her and claim her place at their side, or will her stubborn defiance bring Draegira to ruin? Publisher's Note: Mated to
the Dragons is a stand-alone novel which is the fifth book in the Captive Brides series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such
material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Are they meant to be mated? Urie is a leader and general of the Ura-Than race. He has no time to find a mate to create an heir to replace
him as leader one day.Urie gets his friend Reli of the Celestial Mates agency to find him a mate. The only thing is that Reli's agency uses
some methods that probably would not be accepted in certain cultures, such as bidding.Samantha was the one he lusted. She was just a
human, but the most beautiful one he had ever seen. He needed to get her. At any cost. Urie knew he had to outbid the rest to get
her.Getting adjusted to her new life is hard for Samantha. Urie has to keep on planning how to defend his own people against the enemy, X,
and he soon learns of a possible traitor amongst his own may even go all the way to the top of his most trusted generals and captains.What
will happen between these two mates? Is their fate sealed? Or will one of their needs have to give if push comes to shove?The Blue Alien's
Mate is part of the Royally Blue - Celestial Mates series and is a full-length science fiction romance novel. There are NO cliffhangers, NO
cheating, and a guaranteed happy ending!
'Such an animal is difficult to tame and always likely, when suddenly alarmed, to give our finger a nasty nip with its teeth' While dipping into
The Children's Encyclopaedia of 1910, Axel Scheffler came across a small but indispensible guide to procuring and caring for your pet
squirrel. Intrigued by the unlikely notion of a child attempting to keep so wild an animal, Axel created a series of delightful, beautifully finished
illustrations to accompany the text.
"Matteo, I want that necklace. Whatever it takes, find it and bring it to me." Prickly, buttoned-up racing team owner Abby Ellison isn't
legendary playboy Matteo Di Sione's type. But Abby has something he needs—a necklace prized by his grandfather—and where his lethal
charm doesn't work, sponsorship of her team does! As they travel from Dubai to Monte Carlo to Brazil, Matteo thrives on the thrill of the
racing world and the surprising allure of innocent Abby. But when he discovers the secret that drives Abby's ambition, Matteo realises he
can't just take the necklace and walk away…
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As an unauthorized third child with parents who were more interested in their various criminal enterprises than they were in her, Michelle
Carter is used to feeling unloved, but it still hurts when she is brought to another world as a bride for two men who turn out not to even want
one. After Roan and Dane lost the woman they loved, they swore there would never be anyone else, and when their closest friend purchases
a beautiful human he hopes will become their wife, they reject the match. Though they are cursed to live as outcasts who shift into terrible
beasts, they are not heartless, so they offer Michelle a place in their home alongside the other servants. She will have food, shelter, and all
she needs, but discipline will be strict and their word will be law. Michelle soon puts Roan and Dane to the test, and when she disobeys them
her bottom is bared for a deeply humiliating public spanking. Despite her situation, the punishment leaves her shamefully aroused and
longing for her new masters to make her theirs, and as the days pass they find that she has claimed a place in their hearts as well. But when
the same enemy who took their first love threatens to tear Roan and Dane away from her, will Michele risk her life to intervene? Publisher's
Note: Sold to the Beasts is a stand-alone novel which is the fourth book in the Captive Brides series. It includes spankings and sexual
scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
He was the hot popular guy. I was the nerdy girl with a fantasy crush.All of my childhood, I was invisible to Adam Carlisle. That was fine,
because I was too shy, and too smart, to think I had a chance with the most popular guy in school.Until someone crowned him prom
king...And me queen.But it was only a cruel joke that ruined my self-esteem and broke my heart.Ten years later and my friend begs me to
attend our school reunion with her. I'm older, wiser, but still a nerd. This event is setting off my anxiety.I want it to be over.Then... I see
him.My prom king.Adam is hotter than ever. But what really gets my attention?He's staring right at me.I'm not invisible anymore.What
happens when my fantasy crush becomes reality?
An astonishing first novel that traces the lives of a Scottish family over a decade as they confront the joys and longings, fulfillments and
betrayals of love in all its guises. In June of 1989 Paul McLeod, a newspaper publisher and recent widower, travels to Greece, where he falls
for a young American artist and reflects on the complicated truth about his marriage. . ..Six years later, again in June, Paul’s death draws his
three grown sons and their families back to their ancestral home. Fenno, the eldest, a wry, introspective gay man, narrates the events of this
unforeseen reunion. Far from his straitlaced expatriate life as a bookseller in Greenwich Village, Fenno is stunned by a series of revelations
that threaten his carefully crafted defenses. . .. Four years farther on, in yet another June, a chance meeting on the Long Island shore brings
Fenno together with Fern Olitsky, the artist who once captivated his father. Now pregnant, Fern must weigh her guilt about the past against
her wishes for the future and decide what family means to her. In prose rich with compassion and wit, Three Junes paints a haunting portrait
of love’s redemptive powers.
SHE SURVIVED THE CRASH... THEY'LL MAKE HER WISH SHE HADN'T. Mira thought the crash into an alien planet was bad. Even worse
was their police chasing her through a mall and shooting at her. Imprisonment for her and her shipmates’ supposed crimes took the cake.
But now they've sentenced her to a lifetime “fostering” with two enormous males who punish her, keep her subjugated and force her to call
them “master.” And they’ve given her a job--raising their three nieces, whom she inadvertently orphaned when her ship crashed. Twin
brothers Jakk and Gav’n already have their hands full trying to manage their three unruly and grieving nieces. The last thing they need is a
rebellious human. Except they find she’s more than worth the trouble. She may be unwilling, but she is beautiful, intelligent and best of all,
bound to them for life. Read USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's stand-alone contribution to the steaming dark romance sci-fi series
Captives of Pra'kir! Publisher's Note: This stand-alone romance is part of a five book series with authors Maren Smith, Dinah McLeod, Megan
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Michaels and Kate Richards. HEA guaranteed, no cliffhangers!
If they don't kill each other, the forest will. Willful and daring, Lady Colette dreams of finding true love with a man who can handle her wild
nature without dominating her. Those dreams come crashing down when her doting father decides it's high time she settle down and marry a
weakling lord who could never inspire her passion. While enjoying her final hunt as a free woman, Colette throws caution to the wind and
chases her quarry into the dark and forbidding forest known only as "The Twist". Wyvern-rider, Sven, has one thing on his mind: capture the
beautiful huntress he's been watching and get her back to his mountain home. Then he can resume his bid to become his clan's next
chieftain. Just as he gets his opportunity, a dagger across his chest alerts him that his would-be-bride possesses far more spirit than he
bargained for, but not more than he's willing to take on. Stranded together in one of the most dangerous places in the world, a lady and a
barbarian find themselves at the mercy of each other as much as the labyrinthian terrain they must escape. Tension grows thick even as time
runs short, for something malevolent lurks in the shadows. Author's Note: This is not a shifter romance. The Dokiri men are savage enough in
their manly forms. That being said, this book features subdued sexual content. Enjoy the heat but don't expect to get singed. Trigger warning:
This novel plays on the trope of abduction. While Dokiri men won't let anything keep them from the woman they love, even that woman
herself, all sexual acts in this book are consensual.
There was once an old, old castle, it was so old that its I walls and towers and turrets and gateways and arches had crumbled to ruins, and of
all its old splendour there were only two little rooms left; and it was here that John the blacksmith had set up his forge. He was too poor to live
in a proper house, and no one asked any rent for the rooms in the ruin, because all the lords of the castle were dead and gone this many a
year. So there John blew his bellows, and hammered his iron, and did all the work which came his way. This was not much, because most of
the trade went to the mayor of the town, who was also a blacksmith in quite a large way of business, and had his huge forge facing the
square of the town, and had twelve apprentices, all hammering like a nest of woodpeckers, and twelve journeymen to order the apprentices
about, and a patent forge and a selfacting hammer and electric bellows, and all things handsome about him. So that of course the
townspeople, whenever they wanted a horse shod or a shaft mended, went to the mayor.
Aubree Stevenson isn't used to being ordered around, but then her efforts to bring down a dog fighting ring put her life in danger and she
ends up in the protective custody of a stern, handsome former Marine. Blake Turner is not a man to be trifled with, and he wastes no time in
making it clear that Aubree will obey him or be punished. After she puts his word to the test, Aubree's bottom is bared for a painful,
embarrassing strapping, and when she continues to defy her strict captor, she quickly discovers that he is prepared to take things much
further. Soon enough, she finds herself stripped naked, outfitted with a collar and tail, and eating from Blake's hand like a well-trained pet. To
her dismay, Aubree's arousal grows more intense with every shameful display of forced submission. But even as he masters her body and
claims her in every way, Blake must keep his captive pet safe from both her enemies and her own recklessness. Will he prove up to the task?
Publisher's Note: His Captive Pet is a stand-alone book which is the third entry in the Owned and Protected series. It includes spankings and
sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
It was only supposed to be for a few months, so where was the harm in going along with it? That is, until the fake engagement Landon and I
came up with after a misunderstanding threw us both into the spotlight, and threatened to destroy the lives we had both worked so hard for.
Somewhere along the way, though, we realized everything had changed. So, we made a vow to one another when we crossed the line from
being best friends to lovers, that neither one of us would get hurt. But that's the thing about promises made, they are often broken, and the
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fallout can be catastrophic.So, when the real world comes crashing down into the fake world we'd created, neither of us knew who would
break our vow first, and more importantly, which one of us would survive the betrayal.Fool for You is a complete stand along novel.
A bratty mobster and the man who wants to take him in hand Everyone says I need discipline, but no one's willing to give it to me until I meet
my match. I can't stand the arrogant man who refuses to cower at the mention of my family's name. But my hate isn't strong enough to keep
me from wanting everything his hungry look promises.
There's more than one way to save a life...Riley James has everything to live for, a business to grow, goals to achieve. After everything she's
overcome, there's no way she's going to let anyone get in the way of her hopes and dreams. Not even a handsome businessman who makes
her a crazy offer she would be even crazier to refuse.Jordan West has everything a man could want. And yet it all feels so meaningless. But
when tragedy strikes and he's entrusted with the care of a two-year-old toddler, life doesn't seem so meaningless anymore. Jordan West
suddenly has everything to live for. Problem is...how does he hold on to that feeling?
They'll make me their mate.All I ever wanted was to be like everybody else. But I'm not. I'm an omega, subject to my pack's rules and
traditions.Without my knowledge, my parents promised my hand in marriage to two alphas.Each.Now all four alphas are saying I'm theirs,
and I'm bound by shifter law to be their mate.If they can unlock my submissive nature, maybe they can make me fall in love with them.But
does love even matter when I was promised to the alphas?(Promised to the Alphas is a standalone paranormal reverse harem romance with
dark elements. For mature readers only!)

The heartrending conclusion to the On My Knees Duet, a forbidden MM romance by USA Today Bestseller Ella James... For
years, I've kept his secret. When he called, I answered. When he needed, I gave. Then he went dark. I tracked him on
Instagram--like his sixteen million other followers. When being on the planet with him, separated by his secrets, felt like torture, I
moved on. But Luke McDowell wouldn't let me go. He says he doesn't want me, but we both know that won't hold. By the end of
our story, he'll have taken everything. The question is, what will he give? *Adore is the novel-length conclusion to Worship. If you
haven't read Worship, find out why readers are calling it the best forbidden romance of the year!PRAISE FOR THE ON MY
KNEES DUET"Hands down a ten star read!" -Ravenceleste"This book is EVERYTHING!" -Stephanie"My top read of the year."
-WordNerd "The only passionate sobbing and filthy romance you need." -Aphrodites Reading Alphas
A new edition of Shakespeare?'s play in accordance with the work of the Shakespeare and Schools Project and the national
curriculum.
Theirs to Examine. Theirs to Master. After nineteen-year-old Jenny Monroe is caught stealing from the home of a powerful
politician, she is sent to a special prison in deep space to be trained for her future role as an alien's bride. Despite the public barebottom spanking she receives upon her arrival at the detention center, Jenny remains defiant, and before long she earns herself a
trip to the notorious medical wing of the facility. Once there, Jenny quickly discovers that a sore bottom will now be the least of her
worries, and soon enough she is naked, restrained, and shamefully on display as three stern, handsome alien doctors examine
and correct her in the most humiliating ways imaginable. The doctors are experts in the treatment of naughty young women, and
as Jenny is brought ever closer to the edge of a shattering climax only to be denied again and again, she finds herself begging to
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be taken in any way they please. But will her captors be content to give Jenny up once her punishment is over, or will they decide
to make her their own and master her completely? Publisher's Note: Her Alien Doctors is a stand-alone novel which is the second
book in the Captive Brides series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.
For an ordinary twenty-two-year-old college student like Lana, the idea of being kidnapped from Earth by aliens would have
sounded absurd... until the day it happened. As Lana quickly discovers, however, her abduction is not even the most alarming part
of her situation. To her shock, she soon learns that she is to be stripped naked and sold as a slave to the highest bidder. When
she resists the intimate, deeply humiliating procedures necessary to prepare her for the auction, Lana merely earns herself a long,
hard, bare-bottom spanking, but her passionate defiance catches the attention of her captor and results in a change in his plans.
Instead of being sold, Lana will be given as a gift to Dante, the region's powerful king. Dante makes it abundantly clear that he will
expect absolute obedience and that any misbehavior will be dealt with sternly, yet in spite of everything Lana cannot help feeling
safe and cared for in the handsome ruler's arms. Even when Dante's punishments leave her with flaming cheeks and a bottom
sore from more than just a spanking, it only sets her desire for him burning hotter. But though Dante's dominant lovemaking brings
her pleasure beyond anything she ever imagined, Lana fears she may never be more than a plaything to him, and her fears soon
lead to rebellion. When an escape attempt goes awry and she is captured by Dante's most dangerous enemy, she is left to wonder
if her master cares for her enough to come to her rescue. Will the king risk everything to reclaim what is his, and if he does bring
his human girl home safe and sound, can he find a way to teach Lana once and for all that she belongs to him completely?
Publisher's Note: A Gift for the King is an erotic romance novel that contains spankings, sexual scenes, anal play, elements of
medical play, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Rowena Dangerfield, scandalously independent and sensual, is the granddaughter of the governor of an Indian province under the
British empire. After his death, she travels to England and then to New Mexico, where she arrives in grand style to lay claim to her
inheritance.
The vampire civil war has been averted, deadly were-demons have been beaten back and now it Damali Richards and Carlos
Rivera (now a Council level vampire) will finally have the chance to settle in and explore their deeper, sexier love. But Carlos and
Damali should know by now that there is no rest for the saviors of the known world. One of the four topside Master vampires has
stolen one of the Keys-the living blood of Christ---that opens the sixth seal as foretold in Revelations. He who possesses the Key
and the Seal can decide to the outcome of the Final War, a.k.a. Armageddon. With a vampire in possession of the Key, the
balance between the Light and the Dark have been thrown off and even Damali is deeply effected. She is now sporting a pair of
fangs. In order to retrieve the Key, Carlos and Damali are quickly thrust into a web of vampire politics and intrigue. And when
Carlos's secret drug, Oblivion, finds its way into the hands of the enemies, even the seventh level of Hell comes calling.
Take a rousing romp through 1790s England with this second of four Properly Spanked novels...The Earl of Warren never
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considered himself the heroic type0?4or the marrying type. Unfortunately, while attempting to save the mysterious Lady Maitland
from the clutches of a degenerate fortune hunter, he ends up shackled to her himself.It was never in the plans, and worse, his
bride doesn't want him. Rather than feel grateful, Josephine begs to be released from the marriage so she can accomplish her
dearest goal0?4to be left alone. Troubled by an unconventional childhood, scarred by painful memories, Josephine acts out until
Warren has no choice but to begin a disciplinary program to bring her to heel.Although his spankings are firm, painful, and
plentiful, he makes little progress in taming his wild countess. But her wildness pleases him in the bedroom, where they spend
hours at uninhibited play, fulfilling licentious and carnal lusts. While Josephine struggles to understand her feelings toward her
authoritative husband, Warren must decide if having a tame wife is worth the anguish of damaging her already vulnerable
heart.This 82K word novel contains spanking, anal play, sado-masochism, and other sensual practices.The Properly Spanked
Series#1 Training Lady Townsend#2 To Tame A Countess#3 My Naughty Minette#4 Under A Duke's Hand
After twenty-five-year-old Nora Santucci witnesses a mob hit, she soon finds herself reluctantly hiding out in a remote cabin under
the protection of stern, handsome ex-Marine Greg Turner. Over the coming days, Nora finds herself falling for her rescuer turned
captor. But when her trust in an old friend turns out to have been misplaced, will the cost be her freedom and Greg's life?
"Dugoni centers a high-speed murder mystery around infidelity and jealousy . . . the plot twists keep the pages turning." - Kirkus
"Fast-moving...will surprise even seasoned thriller readers." -Publishers Weekly Attorney Dana Hill is used to managing a stressful
life: she's one of the most successful lawyers at Strong & Thurmond, mother to a young daughter, wife to a busy, self-involved
man. But when she is diagnosed with breast cancer, and her twin brother turns up beaten to death in an apparent robbery-gonewrong in the same week, the careful balance of Dana's life is sent into flux. Agreeing with the police that this is more than just a
simple botched burglary, she begins to sift through the pieces of her brother's life, a life she thought she knew as well as her own,
to find out who would want him dead and why. But bad things happen in threes, her mother has told her. When Dana discovers
her husband cheating, she throws herself headlong into the investigation. Delaying cancer treatment, she teams with an intuitive
detective to find the link between a one-of-a-kind earring found in her brother's bedroom and a mysterious girlfriend no one seems
to be able to identify. But those connected to the murder are beginning to turn up dead, the evidence trail is growing cold and
someone is masquerading as a police officer, cleaning up the details as they go along.
"I can make you explode with pleasure…" Kassius Black rose from the ashes of his catastrophic childhood driven by revenge
against the father who abandoned him. With near complete ownership of his father's assets, Kassius's last vengeful step is to
present him with an heir he'll never get to know! "And if I'm wrong, I will pay you ten million dollars." Pure in body and mind, Laney
Henry is the perfect candidate to wear Kassius's ring and carry his child. So Kassius delivers his ultimatum confident he has
nothing to lose…or does he?
She's young, innocent and rich... Catarina Mendes, at twenty-one, is finally a free and independent woman. However, it's freedom
at a price.... Bound to a stranger... Jake Ramirez has become guardian to Cat. He must protect her from unscrupulous men and
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find her a husband. By her most precious gift! Jake is overwhelmed by Cat's beauty, but she's still a virgin. Can he resist bedding
her--before he finds her a suitable husband...?
Can Nancy avoid the temptations that await her at the Lovers Academy? When Nancy Hastings received an invitation to the
Lovers Academy, she thought all of her dreams were about to come true. However she was perplexed to find out that her secret
crush Hunter had no idea who she was or why she was there. Jaxon is Nancy's teacher at the Academy. He's handsome, skillful
and extremely mysterious. Nancy is turned on by his charisma, but she doesn't want to be. What happens when secrets are
revealed and lovers are questioned? When Nancy finds out a secret about the Lovers Academy, she isn't sure who to trust. Both
Hunter and Jaxon have opened up to her, but only one of them has her best interests at heart. Then something happens that noone expects and life at the Academy is turned on its head. There's one person that will do anything to ensure that Nancy's choices
are punished and they will stop at nothing to ensure that the full truth stays buried.
"ON YOUR KNEES, PET." Taramina could survive slavery, even as a pet in Prium's Intergalactic Emporium. She always knew
she'd escape. She just didn't know escape would come in the form of a powerful handsome male of her own species. Especially
one whose rough handling incites a fever in her she hasn't felt before. But she intends to make a fresh start, which means severing
ties with the dominant Zandian who once held her collar and a leash. The male who knows just how to master her. No, she can't
be his pet. Not after what she's been through. So why does she keep coming back for more? Devour USA Today Bestselling
Author Renee Rose's steamy stand-alone romance in the interconnected Zandian Masters series today! HEA guaranteed, no
cheating!
They've conquered Earth. She's next. I've lived in hiding since the Vakarrans arrived, helping my band of human survivors evade
the aliens who now rule our world with an iron fist. But my luck ran out. Captured by four of their fiercest warriors, I know what
comes next. They'll make an example of me, to show how even the most defiant human can be broken, trained, and mastered. I
promise myself that I'll prove them wrong, that I'll never yield, even when I'm stripped bare, publicly shamed, and used in the most
humiliating way possible. But my body betrays me. My will to resist falters as these brutes share me between the four of them and
I can't help but wonder if soon, they will conquer my heart... Publisher's Note: Conquered is a stand-alone novel which is the first
book in the Vakarran Captives series. It includes spankings, sexual scenes, intense and humiliating punishments, and strong D/s
themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in e-book! Seduction
of an heiress… When a good friend leaves Callie large shares of his family’s firm, overnight she becomes one of Britain’s
wealthiest women and, it seems, one of its most desirable! With suitors flocking to her door, Callie soon finds herself embroiled in
a sinister plot with one of the firm’s heirs—one with plans for her marriage…and divorce! So when she meets mysterious millionaire
Logan Carrington, his attentions seem genuine—and their sizzling attraction is undeniable… But can she trust that his affections are
sincere? Originally published in 1982
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Theirs to Tame. Theirs to Train. When the scheming of her father's political enemies makes it impossible to continue hiding the
fact that she is an unauthorized third child, twenty-year-old Isabella Bedard is sent to a detainment facility in deep space where
she will be prepared for her new life as an alien's bride. Her situation is made far worse after some ill-advised mischief forces the
strict warden to ensure that she is sold as quickly as possible, and before she knows it, Isabella is standing naked before two
huge, roughly handsome alien men, helpless and utterly on display for their inspection. More disturbing still, the men make it clear
that they are buying her not as a bride, but as a pet. Zack and Noah have made a career of taming even the most headstrong of
females, and they waste no time in teaching their new pet that her absolute obedience will be expected and even the slightest
defiance will earn her a painful, embarrassing bare-bottom spanking, along with far more humiliating punishments if her behavior
makes it necessary. Over the coming weeks, Isabella is trained as a pony and as a kitten, and she learns what it means to fully
surrender her body to the bold dominance of two men who will not hesitate to claim her in any way they please. But though she
cannot deny her helpless arousal at being so thoroughly mastered, can she truly allow herself to fall in love with men who keep her
as a pet? Publisher's Note: Taming Their Pet is a stand-alone novel which is the third book in the Captive Brides series. It includes
spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
The vampires didn't just kill my father. They turned him into a murderer. I don't know how they did it and I don't know why, but I do
know one thing. I'm going to make them pay dearly for it.
Life has taught me one very important lesson: . . . other people SUCK! I just spent my 21st birthday in a coma with a head injury,
while my now-EX-boyfriend Adam used it as an opportunity to start dating my backstabbing now-EX-roommate. And ever since the
accident, weird things have been happening . . . Enter the gorgeous Carter Black--tall and clean-shaven, with mysterious dark
brown eyes that make my inner goddess shiver in anticipation. Oh yeah, did I mention he's a VAMPIRE? But hey, nobody's
perfect.He claims he can help me figure out what is going on with me--insists I need his protection from evil things that go bump in
the night. I'm a survivor, but I'll admit, this DEMON crap is starting to scare me. But no matter how much Carter has me thinking
naughty thoughts . . . Something tells me there is more to him than meets the eye I've been down this road before with hot guys,
and I won't make the same mistake again. Now I'll just have to figure out how to STAY ALIVE without his help . . .
‘I am damned,’ thinks Bunny Munro in a sudden moment of self-awareness reserved for those who are soon to die. He feels that
somewhere down the line he has made a grave mistake, but this realisation passes in a dreadful heartbeat and is gone—leaving
him in a room at the Grenville Hotel, in his underwear, with nothing but himself and his appetites. Bunny Munro drinks too much,
smokes too much and thinks of sex all the time. Following his wife’s suicide, he takes his nine-years-old son on a trip to recover
from the tragedy. But he is about to discover that his days are numbered. Dark, funny and raunchy, The Death of Bunny Munro is
the story of a man full of emotional atyachar. Written in the high octane, charged prose that has made Nick Cave one of the
world’s most acclaimed lyricists, it is an unforgettable book.
With a single kiss, a young maid saves her beloved from the Snow Queen’s icy imprisonment. When splinters from an evil troll’s
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magic mirror get into the heart and eye of Kai, he is tricked into accompanying the Snow Queen to her palace, and only the
innocence and kindness of Gerda’s heart can save him. The inspiration for Frozen, Hans Christian’s Andersen’s “The Snow
Queen” is one of the most beloved fairy tales in history. HarperPerennialClassics brings great works of literature to life in digital
format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
The first time I saw him, he entranced me and offered to help me forget my broken engagement. The second time was on a blind
date with no last names and undeniable passion. The third time, I was eight months pregnant with his baby he knew nothing
about. This time he's not letting me walk away so easily.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the littleknown true story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across
the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old
Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of
their faraway screams lingering on the air. A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood
feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the
raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes
she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel
Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring greater peace both to the tribes and the
colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the rescuers in
a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that
ensue. In this enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and
dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation,
with the heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
Imagine The Sopranos, with snakes! The Lizard King is a fascinating account of a father and son family business suspected of
smuggling reptiles, and the federal agent who tried to take them down. When Bryan Christy began to investigate the world of
reptile smuggling, he had no idea what he would be in for. In the course of his research, he was bitten between the eyes by a
blood python, chased by a mother alligator, and sprayed by a bird-eating tarantula. But perhaps more dangerous was coming face
to face with Michael J. Van Nostrand, owner of Strictly Reptiles, a thriving family business in Hollywood, Florida. Van Nostrand
imports as many as 300,000 iguanas each year (over half the total of America's most popular imported reptile), as well as
hundreds of thousands of snakes, lizards, frogs, spiders, and scorpions. Van Nostrand was suspected of being a reptile smuggler
by Special Agent Chip Bepler of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, who devoted years of his life in an obsessive quest to expose
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The Lizard King's cold-blooded crimes. How this cat-and-mouse game ended is engrossing and surprising.
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